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In the second half of a two-part study of stable domains, we explore the extent to
which the stability of an integral domain is determined by the stability of its prime
and finitely generated ideals. This yields pullback theorems for stable domains, a
method of constructing nonstandard examples of stable domains, and a complete
classification of coherent stable domains. A non-coherent stable domain is con-
structed.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
An ideal I of a commutative ring R is stable if I is projective over
Ž .End I , its ring of endomorphisms. If R is an integral domain and everyR
Ž . Ž .finitely generated non-zero ideal of R is stable, then R is finitely stable.
The prequel to this article elaborates basic structural properties of stable
integral domains. In the present article, we reverse the approach and seek
a minimum of ideal-theoretic constraints which guarantee the stability of
an integral domain. Examples in Section 3 show that the stability of prime
ideals is not enough to force the stability of the integral domain, nor is the
stability of both prime and finitely generated ideals sufficient. However,
stability of prime and finitely generated ideals, plus information about
localizations at non-maximal prime ideals, does suffice to guarantee stabil-
ity for a quasilocal integral domain. And once the quasilocal case is
 settled, results from 8 indicate precisely which finiteness property is
needed to globalize this from the quasilocal to the general case. Theorem
1 Ž .This research was partially supported by Grant LEQSF 1999-01 -RD-A-30 from the
Louisiana Board of Regents Support Fund.
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2.3, which formalizes this result, thus presents a minimal set of conditions
necessary for an integral domain R to be stable. Examples in Section 3
show that the conditions of Theorem 2.3 are independent.
The statement of Theorem 2.3 is well suited to pullback constructions,
and in Section 2 we exploit this observation to show that in the study of
stable domains, the interesting case is that of one-dimensional stable
domains, since all other stable domains are assembled from quasilocal
domains that are pullbacks of one-dimensional stable domains and strongly
Ž .discrete valuation domains Corollary 2.7 . The class of strongly discrete
valuation domains being well cunderstood, what remains to be analyzed is
the class of one-dimensional quasilocal stable domains. In Section 4, we
show that most one-dimensional stable domains are Noetherian. Thus
there is a sense in which the study of most stable domains collapses to the
well-studied case of Noetherian stable domains. Section 4 makes precise
what is meant by ‘‘most.’’ Specifically, it is the class of coherent stable
domains which is intimately connected to the class of Noetherian stable
domains, and in Section 4 we completely classify coherent stable domains
and give results which sharply narrow the space of the existence of a
non-coherent stable domain. Such a stable domain, however, is con-
structed in Section 5.
I thank the referee for a close reading of this paper and Silvana Bazzoni
for a number of helpful comments on the first version of this article.
For background information on the notion of stability used here, see the
 survey article 9 .
Notation. Let R be an integral domain with quotient field K. If X and
   4Y are submodules of K , then Y : X  q K : qX Y . To emphasize
  Ž .  the ring structure of X : X , we often write E X for X : X .
2. DETERMINATION BY PRIME AND FINITELY
GENERATED IDEALS
We first review the concept of a strongly discrete Prufer domain, which¨
is central to the notion of an integrally closed stable domain. Recall that a
Prufer domain is an integral domain for which every non-zero finitely¨
generated ideal is invertible and that a Prufer domains R is strongly¨
discrete provided that for every non-zero prime ideal P of R, P P 2. An
integral domain R has finite character if each non-zero ideal of R is
contained in at most finitely many maximal ideals of R. An integrally
closed domain R is stable if and only if R is a strongly discrete Prufer¨
 domain of finite character 7, Theorem 4.6 . In particular, a strongly
discrete Prufer domain with finitely many maximal ideals is a stable¨
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domain. In fact, if I is a non-zero ideal of a strongly discrete valuation
domain R, then I R for some prime ideal Q of R 3, Proposi-Q
tion 5.3.1 .
The property of being strongly discrete is a local property, i.e. R is a
strongly discrete Prufer domain if and only if R is a strongly discrete¨ M
 valuation domain for all maximal ideals M of R 3, Proposition 5.3.5 .
 A result of Rush is fundamental to our approach here and in 8 : If R is
a finitely stable domain, then R is a Prufer domain and every R-submod-¨
 ule of R containing R is a ring 10, Proposition 2.1 . We make frequent
use of this result without further comment.
 LEMMA 2.1 10, Proof of Theorem 2.2 . Let R be a quasilocal domain
such that R has at most two maximal ideals and eery R-submodule of R
containing R is a ring. If I is an ideal of R such that RI is a principal ideal of
R, then I is a stable ideal of R.
Proof. Assume that I is an ideal of R such that RI Rx for some
x R. We show that x can be chosen to be an element of I. Let M be a
maximal ideal of R. Observe that IMI, for otherwise RIMI, and
hence RM, a contradiction. If R has a second maximal ideal N, then a
similar argument shows that INI. Furthermore, I is not contained in
MI	NI, since an abelian group is not the union of two proper subgroups.
Ž .Let i I 
 MI	NI . Then, since RIMI RM and RINI RN,
1 1we have RI RiMI RiNI. Thus R Rix M Rix N.
Since M and N are the only maximal ideals of R, this forces RI Rx Ri.
1 1Therefore, R Ii  R and hence Ii is a ring. It follows easily that I
is stable.
LEMMA 2.2. Let R be a quasilocal finitely stable domain such that R is a
strongly discrete Prufer domain haing at most two maximal ideals. If P is a¨
non-zero prime ideal of R, then PR is a stable ideal of R .P P
Proof. Let S be a quasilocal overring of R with maximal ideal N. Then
S, as an overring of R, is a strongly discrete Prufer domain with at most¨
 two maximal ideals 3, Theorem 1.1.2 and Proposition 5.3.1 . Now SN is
not contained in any non-maximal prime ideal of S, so SN is a principal
 ideal of S 3, Proposition 5.3.8 . By Lemma 2.1, N is a stable ideal of S. It
follows that if M is the maximal ideal of R, M is a stable ideal of R, and if
P is a non-zero non-maximal prime ideal of R, then PR is a stable idealP
of R .P
 In 8 it is shown that the integral closure of a quasilocal stable domain
R can be expressed as the union of a tower of integral overrings of R. This
sequence of overrings is needed in the proof of Theorem 2.3, so we recall
Žthe construction here. Note that we do not require the domain to be
.stable in order to construct the sequence of overrings.
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Let R be a finitely stable domain with stable maximal ideal M. Since M
Ž .is stable, there exists mM such that M E M m. Define R  R and0
Ž .R  E M ; inductively define, for i 1, R  R if R is not quasilo-1 i i1 i1
Ž .cal, and R  E M if R is quasilocal with maximal ideal M . Fori i1 i1 i1
 i 0, if R  R , then Proposition 4.2 and Corollary 4.3 of 8 imply thati1 i
for all i 1, R is an integral extension of R that is finitely stable, hasi
stable maximal ideals, and must satisfy one and only one of the following
conditions.
Ž . 2A R is a quasilocal ring with maximal ideal M such that M i i i
M , and if R  R , then M  R M and the residue field of R isi1 i i1 i i1 i
R M .i1 i1
Ž .B R has two or three maximal ideals, each of which is a principali
ideal of R , R  R , and R is a finitely generated R-module.i i j 0 j i
k Furthermore, for each i 0, there exists k 0 such that M M 8,i
Corollary 4.4 .
 Define T R . By 8, Corollary 4.3 , the ring T has at most threei i
maximal ideals, all of which are principal. If T is not quasilocal, then by
the properties of the construction, T R for some i 0 such thati
R  R .i1 i
For ease of reference, we place all the above properties of the R ’si
under the heading, ‘‘properties of the construction.’’
THEOREM 2.3. Let R be an integral domain. Then R is stable if and only if
Ž .i R is finitely stable,
Ž .ii for each non-zero prime ideal P of R, PR is a stable ideal of R ,P P
Ž .iii R has finite character, and
Ž .iv for each non-zero non-maximal prime ideal P of R, R is aP
aluation domain.
Ž . Ž .Proof. If R is a stable integral domain, then clearly i and ii are
  Ž . Ž . satisfied. Theorem 3.3 of 8 shows that iii holds; iv is given by 8,
 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Theorem 4.11 . It remains to prove that i , ii , iii , and iv imply stability.
 In 7, Theorems 4.6 and 4.7 , it is shown that if R is a Prufer domain, then¨
Ž . Ž .R is stable if and only if ii and iii hold. As noted above, a finitely stable
integrally closed domain is a Prufer domain, so our claim follows whenever¨
R is integrally closed. Thus we suppose that R is not integrally closed.
  Ž .Moreover, it is proved in Lemma 4.3 of 7 that condition iii implies that
locally stable ideals are stable. This allows a reduction to the quasilocal
case; namely, what remains to be shown is that if R is a non-integrally
Ž . Ž . Ž .closed quasilocal domain that satisfies i and ii and iv , then R is a
stable domain.
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The proof that R is stable is accomplished in several steps. We use the
notation that procedes the statement of the theorem.
Ž .1 T  R for all non-zero non-maximal prime ideals P of R.P P
Assume that P is a non-zero non-maximal prime ideal of R. If T R,
then there is nothing to prove, so suppose that T R, and let i 0 be
such that R  R . Then since the maximal ideal M of R is ai i1 i1 i1
Ž n .principal ideal of R , it follows that R  E M for all n 0. By thei i i1
k Žconstruction, there exists k 0 such that M M. Thus again usingi1
. Ž k .the fact that M is a principal ideal of R R R  E M R R i1 i i P i1 i P
Ž k . k k kE M R  R , since, by the construction, M M M and M i1 P P i1
P. Thus T R and hence, T  R .P P P
Ž .Note that statement 1 implies that if P is a non-zero non-maximal
prime ideal of R, then, since R is a valuation domain, R  T whereP P P 
P is the necessarily unique prime ideal of T lying over P.
Ž .2 T is a strongly discrete Prufer domain and hence T R. By the¨
construction, T is a finitely stable domain. Let N be a maximal ideal of T
and define T  T and Q T N i. Since, by the construction, T NN i1
is a principal ideal of T , then QT  Q and Q is a prime ideal of T  .Q Q
Ž .Also, if PQ R, then PR QR  R . Since by 1 , Q T  TP P P QT
 R , we have PR QR . Yet QT  Q, so, since R  T  , QR Q,P P P Q P Q P
and PR Q. Since PR is a stable ideal of R , Q is a stable ideal of T .P P P
Ž .Observe that T Q is a rank one discrete valuation ring DVR , and
there is a Cartesian square,

T  T Q
 
 T T QQ Q
where T Q is the quotient field of T Q. Also, T   R is a valuationQ Q P
domain. Thus T  T , as a pullback of the valuation domains T Q andN
  T , is itself a valuation domain 3, Proposition 1.1.8 . The choice of N wasQ
arbitrary, so it follows that T is a Prufer domain; hence T R.¨
To see that T R is strongly discrete, observe first that the maximal
ideals of T are principal by construction. If L is a non-maximal prime
Ž .ideal of T , then by the remark following 1 , T  R , where L R L.L L
Thus LT  LR . Hence LT is a stable ideal of T and, in particular,L L L L
2L L , proving that T R is strongly discrete.
Ž .3 The non-maximal prime ideal of R are linearly ordered and coincide
precisely with the non-maximal prime ideals of R, and if P is a non-zero
non-maximal prime ideal of R, then PR  P. Let P be a non-zeroP
  Ž .non-maximal prime ideal of R. In Lemma 4.10 of 8 , it is shown that 2
and the present hypotheses guarantee that P is a prime ideal of R . InP
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particular, PR  P and P is a prime ideal of R. Thus the non-maximalP
prime ideals of R are precisely the non-maximal prime ideals of R.
Moreover, every non-maximal prime ideal of R is contained in M, the
maximal ideal of R, so, since the prime ideals contained in an ideal of a
Prufer domain are linearly ordered, the non-maximal prime ideals of R¨
are linearly ordered.
Ž . Ž . Ž .4 For each i 0, R satisfies i and ii . Let i 0. That Ri i
Ž .satisfies i is noted in the properties of the construction. To see that Ri
Ž .satisfies ii , note that the non-maximal prime ideals of R are stable, sincei
Ž .by 3 , they coincide with the non-maximal prime ideals of R. By the
construction, the maximal ideals of R are stable.i
Ž .5 R has at most two maximal ideals. If R has more than one
maximal ideal, then by the construction, R R for some i 0 withi
R  R . Then R is quasilocal with maximal ideal M and Ri1 i i1 i1
Ž . Ž .E M . Since M is a principal ideal of E M , M is a finitelyi1 i1 i1 i1
Ž . Ž .generated ideal of R by property B of the construction. By 4 , thei1
Ž . Ž . Ž .ring R satisfies i and ii . Also, since by 3 , the non-maximal primei1
ideals of R coincide with the non-maximal prime ideals of the stronglyi1
discrete Prufer domain R, it follows that the prime ideals of R satisfy the¨
Ž .  ascending chain condition ACC 3, Proposition 5.3.1 . Hence there exists
a prime ideal P of R such that R P is one-dimensional. Therefore,i1 i1
by Cohen’s theorem, R P is a Noetherian domain; moreover, asi1
Ž .established in 3 , P is a prime ideal of R. Thus R P RP is ai1
 containment of rings. In Theorem 2.4 of 12 , Rush shows that the integral
Ž .closure of a local Noetherian stable domain has at most two maximal
ideals. Thus, since RP is the integral closure of the Noetherian domain
R P in its quotient field R P, it follows from the fact that P isi1 P
contained in the Jacobson radical of R that RP and hence R have at
most two maximal ideals.
Ž .6 R is stable. Let I be a non-zero ideal of R. Every overring of a
strongly discrete Prufer domain is strongly discrete and Prufer 3, Proposi-¨ ¨
 Ž .tion 5.3.1 , so the integral closure of E I is a strongly discrete Prufer¨
Ž .domain. Moreover, E I is finitely stable and so, by Lemma 2.2, we have
Ž . Ž . Ž .that E I satisfies i and ii . Thus we may assume without loss of
Ž .   Ž .generality that E I  R. By Lemma 5.3 of 8 , E IR  R. Since R is a
strongly discrete Prufer domain with finitely many maximal ideals, R is a¨
stable domain and RI Rx for some x RI. By Lemma 2.1, this implies
that I is a stable ideal of R. This completes the proof that R is stable.
COROLLARY 2.4. If R is a quasilocal stable domain, then R has at most
two maximal ideals.
Ž .Proof. This is established in step 5 of the proof of Theorem 2.3.
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The next corollary generalizes a result proved by Rush for Noetherian
 rings 11, Theorem 2.4 . Since an example of a non-Noetherian one-dimen-
sional stable domain is constructed in Section 5, the generalization is not
vacuous.
COROLLARY 2.5. An integral domain R is a one-dimensional stable
domain if and only if R is a Dedekind domain, eery R-submodule of R
containing R is a ring, and there are at most two maximal ideals of R lying
oer each maximal ideal of R.
Proof. If R is a one-dimensional stable domain, then the claim follows
from Corollary 2.4, the fact that overrings of stable domains are stable 8,
Theorem 5.1 and the fact that one-dimensional integrally closed stable
domains are Dedekind. Conversely, by Lemma 2.1, the given assumptions
imply that R is a stable domain for all maximal ideals M of R. Since RM
has finite character, it is easy to see that R must also have finite character.
Hence R, as a locally stable domain with finite character, is stable 8,
Theorem 3.3 .
THEOREM 2.6. Let B be a quasilocal integral domain. Define k BM,
where M is the maximal ideal of B and let  : B k denote the canonical
projection of B onto the residue field of B. Let A be a quasilocal subring of k
and consider the pullback
1 Ž .R  A A
 
 B k
Then R is a quasilocal stable domain if and only if k is the quotient field of A,
A is a stable domain, and B is a strongly discrete aluation domain.
Proof. Suppose first that k is the quotient field of A, A is stable, and
B is a strongly discrete valuation domain. It follows that if P is the
maximal ideal of B, then P is a prime ideal of R, and we may identify B




R R PP P
For since R is a valuation domain, R R and thus P, as a prime idealP P
of R that is contained in R, is a prime ideal of R. Moreover, RP RPP
 R P k. Thus RP RP and R, as a pullback of stronglyŽ .P
discrete Prufer domains, are strongly discrete Prufer domains 3, Theorem¨ ¨
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5.7.2 . Furthermore, since RP is the integral closure of the stable domain
Ž .RP, RP and hence R have at most two maximal ideals Corollary 2.4 .
Ž .If x R, then RP R Rx P RP and since RP is stable,
Ž .R Rx P and hence R Rx are rings. Therefore, since R has at most
 two maximal ideals, R is finitely stable 10, Theorem 2.3 . By Lemma 2.2,
for every prime ideal Q of R, QR is a stable ideal of R . By TheoremQ Q
2.3, R is stable.
To verify the converse, observe that if P is the maximal ideal of B, then
we may suppose that P is a non-maximal prime ideal of R. Thus R  BP
Žis a strongly discrete valuation domain and PR  P see Theorem 4.11 ofP
 .8 . If I is an ideal of R properly containing P, then, since R is stable and
2   Ž 2 .quasilocal, I  Ii for some i I 8, Lemma 3.1 . Therefore, I  P P
Ž . Ž .ŽŽ . . Ii P P IP Ri P P and IP is a stable ideal of RP. It
follows that RP A is a stable domain.
A consequence of Theorem 2.6 is that the study of stable domains can
be reduced to the one-dimensional case:
COROLLARY 2.7. Any integral domain R is stable if and only if R has
Ž .finite character and for all MMax R ,
Ž .i R is a one-dimensional stable domain,M
Ž .ii R is a strongly discrete aluation domain, orM
Ž .iii R is a pullback, in the sense of Theorem 2.6, of domains A andM
Ž . Ž .B such that A satisfies i and B satisfies ii .
Proof. Suppose that R is a stable domain. By Theorem 2.3, R has finite
Ž . Ž .character. Let MMax R and suppose that R does not satisfy i orM
Ž .ii . Then there exists a largest non-maximal prime ideal P of R andM
 PR  P 8, Theorem 4.11 . Thus A R P, B R , and k R PP M P P
Ž .satisfy the data of Theorem 2.6. Hence R satisfies iii . To prove theM
converse, note that R is locally a stable domain by Theorem 2.6. Since R
 has finite character, this implies that R is stable 8, Theorem 3.3 .
3. EXAMPLES
The first two examples of this section concern the existence of stable
rings. The remaining four examples show that the statement of Theorem
2.3 is optimal.
EXAMPLE 3.1. For each d 1, there exists a non-Noetherian non-integr-
ally closed stable domain of Krull dimension d. Such a ring can be con-
structed inductively. Suppose R is a non-integrally quasilocal stable do-
main of Krull dimension d with quotient field Q. Then by Theorem 2.6,
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 R XQ X , with X an indeterminate, is a stable domain of dimensionŽ X .
d 1. Moreover, such an integral domain is non-Noetherian and non-in-
 2 3 tegrally closed. For example, begin the induction with R K x , x ,
where K is a field. This is a local domain that is not integrally closed but
for which every ideal of R is stable, since every ideal of R can be
 generated by two elements 12 .
Ž .EXAMPLE 3.2. Let X, be a Noetherian tree with least element x , and0
suppose that eery element of X, except possibly x , is at most finitely many0
Ž .maximal elements of X. Then there exists an integrally closed stable domain
with prime spectrum order isomorphic to X. This is proved in 7, Proposition
5.4 using a construction of Facchini. A converse of sorts is true. Namely, if
R is a stable domain, then the prime spectrum X of R has the prescribed
properties. By Theorem 2.3, every element of X except possibly x is0
contained in at most finitely many maximal elements of X. Moreover, if P
is a non-zero prime ideal, then since P is stable, there exists a finitely
generated ideal I of R such that P 2 PI I P. Thus every prime ideal
of R is the radical of a finitely generated ideal. Hence by 3, Theorem
3.1.11 , the prime spectrum of R is Noetherian.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .The remaining examples show that conditions i , ii , and iii , and iv
of Theorem 2.3 are independent.
EXAMPLE 3.3. There exists a quasilocal finitely stable domain with a
non-stable prime ideal. Every valuation domain is a finitely stable domain,
so the required example is given by any valuation domain which is not
strongly discrete. In particular, any valuation domain with a non-principal
maximal ideal will do.
EXAMPLE 3.4. There exists a quasilocal domain R for which eery prime
ideal P of R is stable, yet R is not finitely stable. Two such examples are given
 in 5, Remark 1.17 , one of which we recall here. Let k be a field and let t
 3 7 11 be an indetermine. Define R k t , t , t . Then R is a one-dimensional
local domain with maximal ideal M Rt 3 Rt7 Rt11. Observe that
M 2Mt 3 and hence M is a stable ideal of R. Yet, the ideal I Rt6
Rt7 Rt11 is not stable since t14  I 2 
 t6I and hence I 2 Ix for any
x I.
EXAMPLE 3.5. There exists a finitely stable domain R with stable non-zero
prime ideals but such that R has a non-stable ideal. An integral domain R is
a generalized Dedekind domain if and only if R is Prufer and every¨
 non-zero prime ideal of R is stable 7, Theorem 4.7 . Thus generalized
Dedekind domains are finitely stable and have stable non-zero prime
 ideals. Yet  X X is a generalized Dedekind domain which is not
 stable, since X X is an ideal which is contained in infinitely many
 maximal ideals 7, p. 503 .
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The final example requires a specific type of pullback construction.
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let B be a quasilocal integral domain. Define k
BM, where M is the maximal ideal of B and let  : B k denote the
canonical projection of B onto the residue field of B. Let A be a quasilocal
one-dimensional subring of k and consider the pullback
1 Ž .R  A A
 
 B k
If R is a Prufer domain haing at most two maximal ideals, then R is a finitely¨
stable domain with principal maximal ideal if and only if k is the quotient field
of A, A is a DVR, and B is a finitely stable domain such that B has at most
two maximal ideals.
Proof. Suppose that k is the quotient field of A, A is a DVR, and B is
a stable domain such that B has at most two maximal ideals. Then there
exists a prime ideal P of R such that RP A is a stable domain,
R  B is finitely stable, and PR  P. By assumption, R is a Prufer¨P P
domain having at most two maximal ideals. Thus, to show that R is finitely
stable, it suffices to check that every R-submodule of R containing R is a
 ring 10, Theorem 2.3 . Note that since PR  P and the maximal ideal ofP
RP is principal, it follows that R has a principal maximal ideal, say
1 M Rm. Thus R  R m . Let x R. Since by assumption R isP P
finitely stable, x 2 R x R . If x 2 Rx R, then R Rx is a ring andP P
the claim is proved, so suppose that x 2 Rx R. Then x 2 ax b for
2 2some a, b R . If a R, then b x  ax R R  R and x  RxP P
 R, contrary to assumption. Thus a R and so a umi for some
i i 2 i i 2i 0 and unit u of R. Also, m bm x m axm x  ux R RP
 R. In particular, mi x 2miaxmib uxmib Rx R. Since x
n n1 kR, there exists n 0 such that x Ý a x , with a  R for allk0 k k
k n 1. Assume that n is the degree of the minimal polynomial of x. If
n 2, then x 2 Rx R and Rx R is a ring, so suppose that n 2.
n2 i 2 n1 i i n2Ž i . n1Then x m x  Ý m a x . Thus x ux  m b  ux k0 k
i n2 n1 i k Ž i . n1 n2m bx Ý m a x , and so um a x  Rx  Rxk0 k n1
R, and since umia is a unit in R, it follows that x has a minimaln1
polynomial of degree less than n, contrary to assumption. Thus x 2 Rx
R and R is finitely stable. This proves the claim.
To prove the converse, note that overrings of finitely stable domains are
 finitely stable 8 , so B is finitely stable. Moreover, since R is a Prufer¨
domain having at most two maximal ideals, every overring of R has at
most two maximal ideals. In particular, B has at most two maximal ideals.
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Finally, there exists a non-zero non-maximal prime ideal P of R such that
RP A. So A is a one-dimensional domain with principal maximal ideal;
hence A is a DVR.
EXAMPLE 3.7. There exists a quasilocal finitely stable domain R with stable
prime ideals, yet R is not stable. Let A be a DVR with quotient field F and
 2 3 set B F t , t . Then B is a local domain for which every ideal is
2-generated and hence B is stable. Observe that F is the residue field of
 2 3 Ž 2 3.B. Define R A F t , t t , t . Then R is a pullback of A and B:
1 Ž .R  A A
 
 B F
 Note that R A tQ t , so R is a valuation domain. By Proposition 3.6,
R is finitely stable and has a principal maximal ideal. Moreover, if P is the
non-maximal prime ideal of R, then P is the maximal ideal of B and
hence is stable. Yet R is not stable, since R  B is not a valuationP
Ž .domain Theorem 2.3 .
The ring R in Example 3.7 is also an example of a non-coherent
quasilocal finitely stable domain with stable prime ideals. For if R is
coherent, then R  B would have to be a valuation domain, sinceP
 PR  P 4, Proposition 4.4 .P
4. COHERENT STABLE DOMAINS
Recall that an integral domain R is coherent if and only if the intersec-
tion of any two non-zero finitely generated ideals of R is finitely gener-
ated.
LEMMA 4.1. A stable domain R is coherent if and only if the maximal
ideals of R are finitely generated.
Proof. Since integrally closed stable domains are Prufer and hence¨
coherent, we may suppose that R is not integrally closed. Assume first that
R is a quasilocal stable domain with finitely generated maximal ideal M. If
R is a one-dimensional stable domain, then R is Noetherian and hence
coherent, so suppose that R is not one-dimensional. By Corollary 4.12 of
 8 , there is a largest non-maximal prime ideal P and R and PR  P.P




R R PP P
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The quotient field of RP is R P, R is a valuation domain, and RPP P
 is coherent. Thus R is a coherent domain 4, Proposition 4.6 . If R is an
Ž .arbitrary not necessarily quasilocal stable domain with finitely generated
maximal ideals, then the coherence of R follows from the fact that R is
locally coherent and has finite character. Conversely, if R is a coherent
stable domain, then if M is a maximal ideal of R, M is divisorial and
hence M R Rq for some q in the quotient field of R. Thus M is
finitely generated.
COROLLARY 4.2. Let R be a quasilocal coherent stable domain. If R is
not a fractional ideal of R, then R is a Noetherian stable domain.
Proof. Since R is coherent, the maximal ideals of R are finitely
 generated by Lemma 4.1. By Corollary 4.17 of 8 , R is one-dimensional.
Thus, since the maximal ideal of R is finitely generated, R is Noetherian.
LEMMA 4.3. If R is a quasilocal stable domain with maximal ideal
  M R m and S is a fractional oerring integral oer R, then R : R : S  R1 i
    1 for some i 0 or R : R : S  R m .
Proof. Observe that each R is a divisorial ideal of R. For if i 0 andi
R  R , then R is a quasilocal ring with maximal ideal M .i i1 i1 i1
Maximal ideals of stable domains are divisorial, so M is a divisoriali1
ideal of R . Also, M is a principal ideal of R , so R is a divisor-i1 i1 i i
ial ideal of R . A reverse induction argument shows that R is ai1 i
  divisorial ideal of R. Define D R : R : S and assume that D R fori
 all i 0. We first show that RD. Now R : S M implies that R 1
   R : M D; hence D is a divisorial ideal of R by Lemma 4.6 of 8 . If1
R R , then RD. Otherwise, if R  R , then by properties of the1 1 2
construction, R is quasilocal with maximal ideal M ; moreover, R D,1 1 1
 so R : D M . As noted above, D is a divisorial ideal of R . Thus1 1 1
R D. If R R , then RD. Otherwise, if R  R , then the process2 2 2 3
continues and we conclude that  R D. Now since R is stable,i i
 R R 8, Theorem 4.8 , so RD, as claimed. If R R for some i,i i i
then since R is a divisorial fractional ideal of R and S R, we havei
RD R, which forces D R , contrary to assumption. Thus it remainsi
to consider the case where RD and R  R for all j 0.j j1
By the construction, R is a quasilocal domain. Also, since RD, R is a
   fractional ideal of R. Let r C R : R . By Corollary 4.12 of 8 , the
k largest non-maximal prime ideal of R is P Rm . By 8, Theoremk
4.11 , PR  P and P is a prime ideal of R. If C P, then since R is aP
kvaluation domain with maximal ideal Rm, C Rm for some k 0. It
k k k1follows that Rm  R. Thus Rm M R m and Rm  R . Since for1 1
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each i 0, R has maximal ideal R m, this implies that R R ,i i1 k
contrary to assumption. We conclude that P C, since P is an ideal of R.
    Therefore, since P PR , R : R : R  R : P  R . Thus D R .P P P
   Finally, the assumption RD implies that R : D  R : R  P and
     thus R  R : P  R : R : D D. This shows that D R . By 8,P P
1  Corollary 4.12 , R  R m and the claim is proved.P
LEMMA 4.4. Let R be a stable domain. If S is a fractional oerring of R
which is Noetherian and an integral extension of R, then R is a Noetherian
ring.
Proof. Assume first that R is quasilocal. Since S is a fractional over-
ring of R, S is stable. Moreover, since Noetherian stable rings are
one-dimensional, it follows that R is one-dimensional. Hence by Lemma
  4.3, we have R : R : S  R for some i 0. Thus S R and R is ai i i
Ž .Noetherian stable ring. If R R , then by property B of the construc-i
tion, R is a finitely generated R-module, and by the EakinNagatai
 theorem 6, p. 18 , R must be Noetherian. If R R , then R  R .i i i1
Using a reverse induction we show that R is a finitely generatedj1
R -module for each j with 0 j i. For it follows then that R is a finitelyj i
generated R-module, and another application of the EakinNagata theo-
rem proves that R is Noetherian. Observe that R is a finitely generatedi1
R -module, since R is Noetherian. Now let k be such that 0 k i, andi i
suppose that the claim is true for all j such that k j i. We show that
R is a finitely generated R -module. Since R  R  R , R andk1 k k k1 k2 k
R are quasilocal domains with maximal ideals M and M suchk1 k k1
2 Ž Ž . .that M M this is property A of the construction . Also, R k1 k k1
R M . By assumption R is a finitely generated R -module,k k1 k2 k1
so since M is a principal ideal of R , M is a finitely generatedk1 k2 k1
ideal of R . Write M Ým R b for some b , b , . . . , b M .k1 k1 l1 k1 l 1 2 m k1
m Ž . m mThen M  Ý R  M b  Ý R b  Ý M b . Sincek1 l1 k k1 l l1 k l l1 k1 l
M 2 M , we have M b M for all l. Hence R  R M k1 k k1 l k k1 k k1
R Ým R b , and since M is a principal ideal of R , it follows thatk l1 k l k k1
M is a finitely generated ideal of R . This completes the induction and itk k
follows that R is a finitely generated R-module.i
If R is an arbitrary stable domain and S is a fractional overring of R
which is an integral extension of R, then by the above argument, R is
locally Noetherian. Moreover, since R is stable, R has finite character
Ž .Theorem 2.3 . Therefore, R must be Noetherian.
The hypothesis of Lemma 4.4 that S be a fractional ideal of R cannot
be dropped. The one-dimensional stable domain R constructed in Section
5 has an integral closure which is a DVR, but R is not Noetherian.
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PROPOSITION 4.5. If R is a one-dimensional stable domain such that R is
a fractional ideal of R, then R is a Bass ring, i.e., eery ideal of R is generated
by two elements of R and R is a finitely generated R-module.
 Proof. Overrings of stable domains are stable 8, Theorem 5.1 , so R
must be stable, and since stable one-dimensional integrally closed domains
are Noetherian, it follows from Lemma 4.4 that R is Noetherian. Thus R
 is finitely generated as an R-module and by 13, Theorem 2.4 , every ideal
of R is two-generated.
THEOREM 4.6. If R is a stable domain and R is a finitely generated
R-module, then R is coherent.
Proof. It suffices to prove the claim locally since R has finite character
Ž .Theorem 2.3 , so if R is locally coherent, then R is coherent. Thus we
 suppose that R is quasilocal. By Corollary 4.12 of 8 , there exists a largest
 non-maximal prime ideal P of R. Thus, since by Theorem 4.11 of 8 , P is
a prime ideal of R and R R , RP RP R P. Since R P is theP P P P
quotient field of RP, we have by Theorem 2.6 that RP is a one-dimen-
sional stable domain. It is easily checked that given our assumptions,
RP RP; thus it follows from Proposition 4.5 that RP is a Noethe-
rian domain. Thus if M is the maximal ideal of R, M I P for some
finitely generated ideal I of R. Since R P P, PM 2. Thus, sinceP
M 2Mm for some mM, PM 2 RmM, and it follows that
M I Rm. By Lemma 4.1, R is coherent.
1Ž .LEMMA 4.7. Let A, B, k, and R A be as in the hypothesis of
Theorem 2.6. Then R is a quasilocal coherent stable domain if and only if k is
the quotient field of A, A is a coherent stable domain, and B is a strongly
discrete aluation domain.
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, a stable domain is coherent if and only if its
maximal ideals are finitely generated. Hence if R is a coherent stable
domain, it follows from Theorem 2.6 that A is a coherent stable domain.
Conversely, if A is coherent and P is the prime ideal of R such that
RP A, then, since B R and PR  P, it follows that the fiber of theP P
maximal ideal of A is also finitely generated. For if M is the maximal
ideal of R and M I P for some finitely generated ideal I of R, then
1  since there exists i I 
 P and i  P : P , it follows that P Pi
Ri I.
Ž .THEOREM 4.8 Classification of Coherent Stable Domains . An integral
domain R is a coherent stable domain if and only if R has finite character and
Ž .for all MMax R , R satisfies one of the following conditions:M
Ž .i R is a Noetherian stable domain,M
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Ž .ii R is a strongly discrete aluation domain, orM
Ž .iii R is a pullback, in the sense of Theorem 2.6, of quasilocalM
Ž . Ž .domains A and B such that A satisfies i and B satisfies ii .
Proof. Suppose that R is a coherent stable domain. Then by Theorem
2.3, R has finite character. Let M be a maximal ideal of R. If R isM
integrally closed, then R is a strongly discrete valuation domain, soM
suppose that R is not integrally closed. If R is one-dimensional, thenM M
Ž .by Lemma 4.1, R is Noetherian and R satisfies i . If R is notM M M
one-dimensional, then there exists a largest non-maximal prime ideal P of
R . Since PR  P and R is a valuation domain, R is a pullback, inM P P M
the sense of Theorem 2.6, of the Noetherian stable domain R P and theM
strongly discrete valuation domain R . The converse follows from Theo-P
rems 2.3, 2.6, and Lemma 4.7.
Ž .THEOREM 4.9 Descent from R . Let R be an integral domain. Then R is
a coherent stable domain if and only if
Ž .i R is a stable domain,
Ž .ii R R is an Artinian R -module for all maximal ideals M of R,M M M
Ž .iii eery R-submodule of R containing R is a ring, and
Ž .iv there are at most two maximal ideals of R lying oer each maximal
ideal of R.
 Proof. If R is stable, then by 8, Theorem 5.1 , R is stable. Corollary
2.4 shows that R has at most two maximal ideals lying over any maximal
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ideal of R. Thus i , iii , and iv hold for R. To prove ii , it suffices to
 assume that R is quasilocal. By 8, Theorem 4.9 , there exists a largest
non-maximal prime ideal P of R, and P is a prime ideal of R. Since R is
coherent, RP is a one-dimensional Noetherian domain. Also, RR
Ž . Ž .RP  RP , so we have that RR is an Artinian RP-module. Since P
Ž .is an ideal of R, it follows that RR is an Artinian R-module, proving ii .
Ž . Ž .   Ž .Conversely, assume that i  iv hold for R. By 10, Theorem 2.3 , i ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii , and iv imply that R is finitely stable. Moreover, by iv and the fact
that R has finite character, it follows that R has finite character. Further-
more, by Lemma 2.2, each prime ideal P of R has the property that PRP
is a stable ideal of R . So to prove that R is stable it suffices by TheoremP
2.3 to show that R is a valuation domain for all non-zero non-maximalP
prime ideals P of R. Without loss of generality, we assume that R is
quasilocal. Since R is finitely stable with stable maximal ideal M, we have
access to the sequence of R ’s defined in Section 2. We claim thati
 R  R. Define S R . Then S has a principal Jacobson radicali i i i
ideal J Sm, for some m S. Suppose there exists x R such that
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k 1 x S. If m x S for some k 0, then x S S m  S, a contra-
diction, so we have that mk x S for all k 0.
Now for all k 0, S Smk x S Smk1 x. For if S Smk x S
k1 k1 k Ž . k1Sm x, then m x a bm x for some a, b S, and 1 bm m x
Ž . S. Since 1 bm is a unit in S, this is a contradiction. However, RS is
an Artinian S-module, so there exists k 0 such that S Smk x S
k1Sm x, which, as we have shown, is impossible. Therefore, S R.
Let i 0. Then by the construction, there exists n 0 such that
n Ž . Ž n . nM M, and so R R  E M R  E M R  R , since M i1 i P i1 P i1 P P
nM M. Thus R S R and hence R is a valuation domain, show-i1 P P
ing that R is stable. To see that R is coherent it suffices to check that the
maximal ideal of R is finitely generated. Observe that R R is an1
RM-vector space and so, since R R is Artinian, it must be that R R is1 1
a finite dimensional RM-vector space. Thus R is a finitely generated1
R-module and since M is a principal ideal of R , we have that M is finitely1
generated.
5. MORE EXAMPLES
In this section we present two examples. The first is a one-dimensional
stable domain that is not Noetherian and hence not coherent; the second
is an example of a non-Noetherian one-dimensional ring with zero divisors
for which every regular ideal is stable.
 In the survey paper 9 , it is asserted that the ultraproduct of stable
domains in the second example of this section has a one-dimensional
homomorphic image that is a non-Noetherian stable domain. This claim is
false; it is based on an earlier version of the present article that, as the
referee pointed out to me, contains a fatally flawed lemma. Fortunately,
Proposition 5.2 accomplishes the same purpose by different means: it
exhibits a one-dimensional stable domain that is not Noetherian. The
ultraproduct construction, minus the offending lemma, remains useful for
constructing a peculiar one-dimensional stable-like ring with zero divisors
that is not Noetherian.
 In 12 , Sally and Vasconcelos construct a Noetherian stable domain of
multiplicity 3. Our construction of a one-dimensional stable domain that is
not Noetherian is motivated by this example. We first prove a general
lemma that provides an interesting source of one-dimensional stable
domains.
LEMMA 5.1. Let V be a DVR of characteristic 2 with quotient field F. If
M is a torsion-free V-module and D: V F M is a deriation, thenV
 Ž . 4R:   V : D  M is a one-dimensional stable domain with integral
closure V.
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Proof. Since D is a derivation, R is an integral domain. Also, if   V,
Ž 2 . Ž . 2then D   2D   0. Hence   R for all   V. We claim now
that F is the quotient field of R. It suffices to check that for each   V,
1Ž .there exists r R such that r  R. If   V, then D   m for some
t
Ž 2 .mM and t V. Thus, since the characteristic of V is 2, D t  
2 Ž . 2t D   tmM, and t   R. It follows that F is the quotient field of
R. Hence the integral closure of R is V and for all   V, R R is a
ring. By Corollary 2.5, it follows that R is a one-dimensional stable
domain.
PROPOSITION 5.2. There exists a one-dimensional stable domain that is not
Noetherian.
Proof. We work in the setting of 2, Proposition 3.1 as modified by
Remarques 3.7 . Let k be a field of characteristic 2 and of uncountable
ŽŽ ..transcendence degree over its prime subfield and set K k t . Then K
 4is a complete non-discrete valued field and one may define V K X to
be the ring of convergent power series over K. It is well known that V is a
ˆDVR. Denote the quotient field of V by F. Let V be the completion
   4K X of V. The example we seek will be a subring of V. Let s : ii
 Ž .4 Ž . 4be a subset of VX such that d X 	 s : i, n is a subset of ai, n
basis B for the module  of Kahler differentials of F over K. Let LFK
ˆ  4be a countably generated free V-module with basis e : i . Let  :i
Ž Ž ..  F L be the V-linear homomorphism defined by  d s FK V i, n
n Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..X e for all i, n 0 and  d X  0 and  d s  0 for all s B 
i
 4 Ž .s : i, n . Then the mapping D: V F L defined by D  i, n V
Ž Ž .. d  for all   V is a K-derivation. For each i 3, let  denote thei
projection of F L onto F L , where L is the free submodule of LV V i i
 4generated by e , e , . . . , e . If D   D, then D is a K-derivation from1 2 i i i i
 Ž . 4 V to F L . Finally, set A   V : D   L and A   V i i
Ž . 4V : D   L for i 3. By Lemma 5.1, A is a stable domain withi i i
integral closure V, as is A. Moreover, as noted in 2, Proposition 3.1,
 Ž .Remarques 3.7 , the maximal ideal of A is M  X, Xs , . . . , Xs . Thei i 1, 1 i, 1
Ž .same argument shows that M X, Xs , . . . , Xs , . . . is the maximal1, 1 i, 1
ideal of A. Now for each i 3, A has multiplicity i. The case i 3 ofi
 this assertion is proved in 12, Example 5.4 ; the case i 3 is remarked on
 in 5 . Clearly, A   A    A  A and M  A M. If M cani 4 3 i i
be generated by finitely many, say n, elements of A, then A M can bei
generated by n elements for all i 3. But if i n this contradicts the fact
that A has multiplicity i. Thus M is not finitely generated and A is ai
one-dimensional stable domain that is not Noetherian.
Next, we use the ultraproduct construction to exhibit a one-dimensional
stable-like ring. The following technical lemma is needed.
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LEMMA 5.3. Let R be a quasilocal stable domain with maximal ideal M
kŽ .such that R is not module-finite oer R. Then M Rm R Rm for all
k 0, where M R m.1
Proof. By assumption R  R for all i 0. We note first that ifi i1
n 0, J is an ideal of R , and R  R  J, then R  R  Jm.n1 n1 n n n1
For in this case, M  R m R m JmM  Jm, and since Rn n1 n n1
M  R for all i 0, R  RM  RM  Jm R  Jm.i i n n n1 n1
Since R  R M for all k 0, it follows from the above claim thatk k1 k
k k1 kR  R  M . Hence M  R m  Rm  M . Now R  Rm 1 k 1 k
k1 k2 2 k kŽ . Ž . Ž .R  Rm m  R  Rm m    R  Rm m  M m 1 2 k k
k1M . Thus the lemma follows.k
   4We assume the terminology and notation of 1, Chapter 4 . Let Ri i I
be an infinite collection of commutative rings. If D is an ultrafilter on I,
an ultraproduct of the R ’s with respect to D is fashioned from Ci
Ł R in the following way. Represent the elements of C as functions fi I i
Ž .from I to C, where f i  R for all i I. Say that f , g C are D-equiv-i
alent provided that
i I : f i  g i D. 4Ž . Ž .
Let f denote the D-equivalence class of f C. Then the ultraproduct ofD
the R ’s with respect to D is denoted by Ł R and is defined to be the seti D i
of all D-equivalence classes on C.
 4For the rest of this section, we assume that R : i I is an infinitei
collection of quasilocal stable domains such that the integral closure of
Žeach R is not finitely generated as a module over R . We will not appeali i
to the construction of overrings R of a finitely stable domain R given ini
Section 2, so the similarly denoted R ’s of this section should not causei
.confusion . We write V for the integral closure of R and K for thei i i
quotient field of R . Recall that under our assumptions on the R , thei i
Ž .unique maximal ideal of V is V m , where M  E M m for somei i i i i i
m M .i i
Let D be an ultrafilter on I that contains the cofinite sets of I. Define
KŁ K , the ultraproduct of the K with respect to D. Then K is aD i i
field, and if we set
R f  K : i : f i  R D , 4 4Ž .D i
then R is the image of the canonical embedding of Ł R into K. It isD i
easy to verify, using properties of ultrafilters, that R is a quasilocal domain
with maximal ideal, say M, and the quotient field of R is K.
PROPOSITION 5.4. R is a quasilocal finitely stable domain with stable
maximal ideal M and R is a aluation domain with principal maximal ideal
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RM. If P is the largest non-maximal prime ideal of R and P P R, then
kŽ .R  M  RP P and RP RP is a DVR. Howeer, R is not ak 0
stable domain.
  Ž . 4 4Proof. We first show that R f  K : i : f i  V D . Let f D i D
n1Ž . Ž .R. Then there exists n 0 and a , . . . , a  R such that f 0 D n D D
Ž . n Ž .a f   a  0. Thusn D D 0 D
nn1A i : f i  a i f i  a i  0 D.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4n 0
Ž .  Ž . 4Hence for all i A, f i  V and so A i : f i  V D. Conversely,i i
 Ž . 4suppose that g  K such that B i : g i  V D. Then, since eachD i
Ž . Ž .R is stable, we have for each i B that there exists r i , s i  R suchi i
Ž .2 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .that g i  r i g i  s i  0. Define aŁ R by a i  r i ifi I i
Ž . Ž . Ž .i B and a i  0 if i B. Similarly, define bŁ R by b i  s ii I i
Ž .if i B and b i  0 if i B. Then
2i : g i  a i g i  b i  0 D ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4
2so g  a g  b  0, proving that g  R. Consequently, RŁ V .D D D D D D i
ŽSince an ultraproduct of valuation domains is a valuation domain as may
.be verified directly using properties of ultrafilters , R is a valuation
domain.
Moreover, the above argument shows that R Rg is a ring for allD
g  R. Thus, since R is a valuation domain and every R-submodule of RD
 containing R is a ring, R is finitely stable 11, Theorem 2.3 . For all i 0,
V is a valuation domain with principal maximal ideal V m , where M i i i i
Ž . Ž .E M m is the maximal ideal of R . Define mŁ R by m i mi i i i I i i
for all i 0. It is easily checked that the maximal ideal M of R can be
  Ž . 4 4written as M f  K : i : f i M D and that the maximal idealD i
  Ž . 4 4of R is f  K : i : f i  V m D . Thus RM Rm and RM is theD i i D
maximal ideal of R. By Lemma 2.2, M is a stable ideal of R.
kSince Rm is the maximal ideal of R, the ideal P Rm is a primeD k D
ideal of R. Observe that P consists of those elements g  R such thatD
k Ž . 4for all k 0, i I : g i  RM D. Set P P R. We claim thati
kŽ .M Rm  P. By Lemma 5.3, M  R m  R m  R for all k 0.D i i i i i i
 4Let U e  : i I be a collection of positive integers such that fori
 4 Žall k 0, i I : e  k D. Since I is infinite such a collection musti
. Ž .exist. Then, if f M, without loss of generality each f i M  R mD i i i
ei R R m and hence f  g m  p , where g  R and p  P. Iti i D D D D D D
follows that M Rm  P. Hence RP is a DVR. However, R is not aD
2stable domain, since P P , distinct from the fact that the integral
closure of a stable domain is a strongly discrete Prufer domain. For if¨
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2 k Ž . 4 Ž . Ž . Ž .f  P, then for all k 0, i : f i  RM D and hence f i  g i h iD i
e 2iŽ . Ž .for some g i , h i  RM . Thus g , h  P and f  g h  P , prov-i D D D D D
2ing that P P .
kSet J M . We show finally that RJ P. Clearly, RJ P, so letk
f  P. Then, since each V has principal maximal ideal V m , we have forD i i i
Ž . Ž . Ž . eieach i I that there exists e  and r i  V , such that f i  r i mi i i
 4 Ž ei. Ž Ž ..and for all k 0, i : e  k D. Define s m and r r i .i i i I i I
Then f rs, so clearly, f  r s . Since r  R, it remains to show thatD D D D
s  P. Since f  P, we have for each k 0 thatD D
i : f i  V M k D.Ž . 4i i
Thus for all k 0,
i : mei V M k D. 4i i i
ei k Ž . k ei kAlso, m M  E M m if and only if k e if and only if m  V m .i i i i i i i i
Thus for all k 0,
i : meiM k D , 4i i
and consequently, s  J. This completes the claim that P RJ.D
EXAMPLE 5.5. Suppose that I and each R is a Noetherian stablei
Ž   .domain of multiplicity greater than i 1. Such rings exist; see 5, p. 618 .
2If JM  P, then RJ is a one-dimensional non-Noetherian ring such
that every regular ideal of RJ is stable. Moreover, PJ is the unique
Ž .2minimal prime ideal of RJ, PJ  0, and RP is a DVR.
 4Proof. The hypotheses on R guarantee that the integral closure ofi
each R is a DVR that is not finitely generated as an R -module 5,i i
Corollary 3.11 , so we are in the setting of Proposition 5.4. Clearly, PJ is
Ž .2the unique minimal prime ideal of R and PJ  0. That RP is a
DVR follows from Proposition 5.4. We claim that every regular ideal of
RJ is stable. It suffices to show that every ideal of RJ containing PJ is
stable. Let I be an ideal of R properly containing P. Then RP RI RM,
since RP R P. As in Proposition 5.4, RP is the largest non-maximal
prime ideal of R. Since R is a valuation domain with principal maximal
kideal RM, it follows that RI RM for some k 0. In particular, RI is a
2principal ideal of R. By Lemma 2.1, I is a stable ideal of R. Hence I  Ii
Ž .2for some i I and IJ  Ii J. It is easily checked that this implies,
since IJ is a regular ideal of RJ, that i J is a nonzero divisor of RJ.
Ž . Ž .Thus it follows that IJ End IJ i End IJ . Hence IJ is aR R
stable ideal of RJ.
If RJ is Noetherian, then MJ is a finitely generated ideal of RJ and
M I J IM 2 for some finitely generated ideal I of R. This
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implies that MM 2 is an n-dimensional RM-vector space for some
Ž . 2 Ž .n 0. Yet M E M m for some mM and so MM  E M M.
Ž . Ž .Thus E M and hence M can be generated by n elements of R. Let  x
denote the formula which asserts that x is a non-unit of R. Consider the
sentence
	 
 x , . . . , x  y  y  
w , . . . , w y w x  w x .Ž . Ž .Ž .1 n 1 n 1 1 n n
Ž  .  4Then R 	 and hence by Łos’s theorem see 1, p. 217 , i : R  	 D.i
 4  4However, by design, i : R  	  1, 2, . . . , n . Therefore, the cofinite seti
 4n 1, n 2, . . . D, contrary to assumption. It follows that RJ can-
not be Noetherian.
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